See our Artefact of the Month http://www.zsl.org/blogs/artefact-of-the-month which explores the Thylacine and its extinction 80 years ago this month.

**Conservation**

Moving towards greater success in translocations: recent advances from the herpetofauna [electronic resource]. – In, Animal Conservation, December 2014, Volume 17, Issue Supplement S1
Freely available online via the Wiley website http://bit.ly/2cg6YLT

Camera trapping for wildlife research / edited by Francesco Rovero and Fridolin Zimmermann. - Exeter : Pelagic, 2016
AFB

AP

AP,Z

Freely available online via the IUCN website - click here for access http://bit.ly/2cKGKpa

**Animal physiology**

BE
**Habitats and Fauna**

*Coral reef science : strategy for ecosystem symbiosis and coexistence with humans under multiple stresses / Hajime Kayanne, editor. - Japan : Springer, 2016*

*Voices from the savannah = Sauti za Nyika / compiled and photographed by Gary Roberts. - [S.I.] : Gary Roberts, [2016]*


**Invertebrates**

*Spirals in time : the secret life and curious afterlife of seashells / Helen Scales. - London : Bloomsbury Sigma, 2015*

*The status and distribution of Mediterranean butterflies [electronic resource] / Catherine Numa ... [et al.]. - Malaga : IUCN, 2016*


**Fish**

*Wild caught ornamental fish [text and electronic resource] : the trade, the benefits, the facts. - Westbury : Ornamental Aquatic Trade Association, [2016]*

Freely available online via the OATA website [http://bit.ly/2cL54se](http://bit.ly/2cL54se)

**Amphibians & Reptiles**


Freely available online via the EAZA website [http://bit.ly/2cK9NsT](http://bit.ly/2cK9NsT)
**Birds**

X/TQ

A guide to the birds of the British Indian Ocean Territory / by Peter Carr. - Sandy: Pisces Publications, 2011  
Presented by Peter Carr, 15th August 2016.  
27X/VZ

EAZA best practice guidelines [electronic resource]: Ecuadorian Amazon parrot, Amazona lilacina / editors, Mark Pilgrim, Becca Biddle; Parrot TAG Chair, Simon Bruslund / editors, Mark Pilgrim, Becca Biddle; Parrot TAG Chair, Simon Bruslund. - [S.l.]: EAZA, 2016  


**Mammals**

Y,GK

Live hard, die young: how elephants suffer in zoos. - Horsham: RSPCA, [2002]  
YGU

YHJ

YV/D

YW,AP

Freely available from the IUCN website http://bit.ly/2cKBL7O

Journals

Below is a small selection of journal issues received in the last month. Please visit the Library to browse our full display of recently received journals.

- Animal behaviour, Vol. 118 2016
- Animal keeper’s forum, Vol. 43 No. 8 Aug 2016
- Conservation biology, Vol 30 No. 4 Aug 2016
- Emu, Vol. 116 No. 3 2016
- Trends in ecology and evolution, Vol. 31, No. 9 Sep 2016